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Abstract
We show that sequences of compact gradient Ricci solitons converge to complete
orbifold gradient solitons, assuming constraints on volume, the Ln/2-norm of curvature,
and the auxiliary constant C1. The strongest results are in dimension 4, where L
2
curvature bounds are equivalent to upper bounds on the Euler number. We obtain
necessary and sufficient conditions for limits to be compact.
1 Introduction
A Ricci soliton (S, g,X) is a Riemannian manifold (S, g) that satisfies
2Ric +LXg + 2λg = 0, (1)
where L indicates Lie differentiation, X is a given vector field, and λ is a constant. A Ricci
soliton is called gradient if X = ∇ f for a function f : S → R. It is known that compact
non-Einstein gradient solitons must have λ < 0; these are called shrinking gradient solitons,
as opposed to the steady λ = 0 and expanding λ > 0 cases, which can occur on open
manifolds. It is also known that R > 0 on shrinking solitons (R is scalar curvature) [24].
Equation (1) and a Bianchi identity imply 2
〈∇2f,∇f〉+∇R+ 2λ∇f = 0 , so to any
gradient soliton we assign the number
C1 = |∇f |2 + R + 2λf. (2)
This is sometimes called the auxiliary equation, and C1 the auxiliary constant. Of course
a normalization for f is necessary before C1 an have an absolute meaning, and we choose∫
S
f = 0. The constant C1 has an interesting interpretation in the steady, simply connected
Ka¨hler case, as the divergence of a canonical holomorphic volume form [8], and in the context
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of Ricci flow, as Perelman’s entropy. Integrating (2) shows C1 ≥ −nλ with equality if and
only if S is Einstein (cf lemma 2.2), so C1 can perhaps be considered a measure of how far
S is from being Einstein.
One expects the geometry of compact shrinking solitons to resemble that of positive
Einstein manifolds. Our goal is to prove a convergence-compactness result, similar to that
proved for Einstein manifolds in [1], [7]. In those works it was shown that the space of
n-dimensional Einstein manifolds, with controlled volume, controlled Ln/2-norm of curva-
ture, controlled diameter, and Einstein constants one of {−1, 0, 1}, is Gromov-Hausdorff
precompact with limiting objects being Einstein manifolds with point-singularities of C∞
orbifold type.
In the case of Einstein constant 1, Myer’s theorem implies diameter bounds from the
other hypotheses, and in 4-dimensions the L2-norm of curvature is just the Euler character-
istic. Thus the 4-dimensional positive Einstein case involves attractively few assumptions:
a sequence of such manifolds with lower volume bounds and upper bounds on the Euler
characteristic degenerates at worst to a compact Einstein orbifold with (uniformly) finitely
many C∞-type orbifold points.
In the soliton case, one expects C1 to play a role as well. Noncompact shrinking
solitons exist (e.g. the Gaussian soliton), so volume upper bounds should be expected.
Let Sn = Sn(V , V , C1,Λ) be the set of compact, n-dimensional gradient Ricci solitons
(Sn, g,∇f) that satisfy
i) the normalizations λ = −1 and ∫
S
f = 0,
ii) upper and lower volume bounds 0 < V < VolS < V <∞,
iii) upper bounds C1 < C1 <∞ on C1, and
iv) upper bounds on L
n
2 (|Rm |): ∫
S
|Rm |n2 < Λ.
Diameter bounds do not seem to follow from the other assumptions, but there is a natural
choice of basepoints for taking pointed limits. Given a soliton (S, g,∇f) ∈ S, let pm ∈ S
be a point with f(pm) = minS f . The distance between any two such points is bounded in
terms of C1 and λ (lemma 2.6), so it does not matter which point in f
−1(min f) is chosen.
This choice is also natural in that the unit ball centered at pm is noncollapsed (theorem
3.3).
Theorem 1.1 Let (Sni , gi,∇fi) be a sequence of solitons in Sn, each with basepoint pi.
Then a subsequence converges in the pointed Gromov-Hausdorff topology to a complete (pos-
sibly noncompact) orbifold gradient shrinking soliton (S∞, p∞) with locally finitely many
singular points. The singular points are all orbifold points, and away from the singularities
the convergence is locally in the C∞ topology.
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In the odd-dimensional case, it is impossible for singularities to form a finite distance from
the basepoint, due to the fact that singularity models are oriented, Ricci-flat, non-flat, and
ALE and so do not exist in odd dimensions (this is pointed out, for instance, in the proof
of theorems A and A′ in [1]).
On 4-dimensional compact solitons, the L2-norm of curvature is controlled by the Euler
number and the (scale invariant) number C1
2VolS. Let S4χ = S4χ(λ, λ, C1, χ) be the set of
compact, 4-dimensional gradient Ricci solitons (S, g,∇f) with condition (iv) replaced by
iv’) Upper bounds on the Euler characteristic: χ(S) < χ.
Lower bounds are unnecessary because χ(S) ≥ 2, which follows from results in [27] [17]
[21] where the finiteness of the fundamental group on compact shrinking solitons is proved
(something (probably) slightly weaker is proved in [17]). See also [20] for the noncompact,
bounded Ricci-curvature case.
Theorem 1.2 On a 4-dimensional compact gradient Ricci soliton,∫
|Rm |2 = 8π2χ + 2λ2VolS + 3
8
∫ (
R−R)2
≤ 8π2χ + 27
128
C21 VolS .
where R = 1VolS
∫
S
R = −4λ.
Corollary 1.3 Theorem 1.1 holds for the class S4χ. Additionally, any limiting object M∞
has only uniformly finitely many singularities, and if it is noncompact, it is collapsed with
locally bounded curvature at infinity.
The phrase “collapsed with locally bounded curvature at infinity” means that given any
κ > 0, there is a compact set K ⊂⊂ M∞ that M∞ − K is κ-collapsed at every point,
where, following Perelman, κ-collapsed at p ∈M means that if supB(p,r) |Rm | = r−2, then
VolB(p, r) ≤ κrn. This is essentially the same as other definitions in the literature, eg [4].
We obtain a description of when limits of theorem 1.1 are compact.
Theorem 1.4 Given an n-dimensional compact shrinking soliton S with λ = 1 and definite
bounds on VolS and C1, then the value of any one of the following quantities implies definite
bounds on any of the others:
Diam S supSR supS |∇f | supSf infp∈S Vol Bp(1).
Additionally, upper bounds on the Sobolev constant imply any of the above. In the 4-
dimensional case, κ-noncollapsing is also equivalent to any of the above.
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Moduli spaces of Ricci solitons have been studied in [13] and [36], upon whose results we
build. Our improvements are the relaxation of their diameter and pointwise Ricci curvature
bound hypotheses.
Remark. It is known that every compact Ricci soliton is gradient, for possibly a
different vector field X . This was proved by Perelman [30]; see also [10] for a concise proof
based on Perelman’s work. This is true for open, shrinking solitons with bounded curvature
[28], but not true for expanding solitons (eg [26]). It has been known for some time that
compact 2- and 3-dimensional Ricci solitons are Einstein [22] [24].
Remark. This work partially answers in the affirmative a conjecture of Cheeger-Tian’s
[14], but we do not use their methods, nor achieve the full strength of their results. Due to
collapsing phenomena as diameters grow, we cannot rule out that unboundedly many sin-
gularities develop, even in the 4-dimensional case, although the only possible accumulation
point is at infinity.
Organization. In section 2 we collect information on the functions f and |∇f |, estab-
lish L2(|Rm |) bounds in the 4-dimensional case, and prove most of theorem 1.4. In section
3 we write down a version of relative volume comparison for gradient solitons, and prove the
existence of a noncollapsed region in any compact shrinking soliton as well as volume ratio
control on all balls finite distances away from the basepoint. We also complete the proof
of theorem 1.4. In section 4 we run through the ǫ-regularity theorem, and establish local
bounds on Sobolev constants under certain conditions. We prove theorem 1.1 in section 5.
Acknowledgements. I would like to thank Prof. Xiuxiong Chen for suggesting this
problem, and for his encouragement. I would also like to thank Bing Wang for some very
useful suggestions.
2 Compact Ricci Solitons
Here we collect some information on Ricci solitons which can be verified without ǫ-regularity.
With one exception these results apply in any dimension. Throughout this section we
normalize so
∫
f = 0. First we identify the elliptic equations necessary ǫ-regularity. These
equations are very standard, so our proof is brief.
Proposition 2.1 (Elliptic Equations) If (S, g,∇f) is any n-dimensional gradient Ricci
4
soliton, then
△f = −R− nλ (3)
△df = −Ric(∇f) (4)
dR = 2δRic = 2Ric(∇f) (5)
δRm(·, ·, ·) = Rm (∇f, ·, ·, ·) (6)
△Rm = ∇(Rm ∗∇f) + Rm ∗Rm (7)
△Ric = ∇2R + Rm ∗Ric +λRic + Rm ∗(∇f ⊗∇f) (8)
△R = −2|Ric |2 − 2λR + 〈∇R,∇f〉 (9)
Pf
Equation (3) is just the traced soliton equation. We have
Ricij,j = −f,ijj = −f,jji − Ricisfs = R,i − Ricisfs.
Using Ricij,j =
1
2R,i we get (5). Equation (4) also follows easily. Then (6) is a Bianchi
identity:
Rmsijk,s = Ricij,k − Ricik,j = f,ikj − f,ijk = Rmsijkf,s.
We omit the straightforward computations for (7) and (8). The exact expression for (8) is
Ricij,ss =
1
2
R,ij + 2Rmsijkfsk − Ricjsfis + Rmsijkf,sf,k
so that (9) follows by tracing. 
Let R = 1VolS
∫
S
R = −nλ denote the average value of R. If △ is the “negative”
Laplacian, we can write for instance △f = − (R−R). Notice an immediate conclusion of
the following lemma is that C1 > nλ if the soliton is not Einstein.
Lemma 2.2 (W 1,2-bounds on |∇f |) On any compact gradient Ricci soliton S,∫
S
|∇2f |2 = 1
2
∫
S
(
R − R)2 (10)∫
S
|∇f |2 = (C1 + nλ) VolS (11)
Pf
For (10),∫
|∇2f |2 =
∫
(△f)2 −
∫
Ric(∇f,∇f) =
∫
(△f)2 − 1
2
∫
〈∇R,∇f〉
=
∫
(△f)2 + 1
2
∫
R△f = 1
2
∫
(△f)2 .
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For (11) we integrate the “auxiliary equation” to get∫
|∇f |2 =
∫
(−R + C1) =
∫
(nλ + C1).

Proposition 2.3 (L2 bounds on curvature) On a compact gradient Ricci soliton,∫
S
R2 ≤ −λ ((n+ 2)C1 + 2nλ)VolS∫
S
(R − R)2 ≤ −λ (C1 + nλ) (n+ 2)VolS∫
S
|Ric |2 = −1
2
λ2n(n− 2)VolS + 1
2
∫
R2∫
S
|
◦
Ric |2 = n− 2
2n
∫
S
(
R − R)2 .
On a 4-dimensional compact gradient Ricci soliton,∫
|Rm |2 = 8π2χ + 2λ2VolS + 3
8
∫ (
R−R)2
Pf
We first find an expression for
∫
R|∇f |2.∫
R|∇f |2 = −
∫
△f |∇f |2 − nλ
∫
|∇f |2
= 2
∫
∇2f(∇f,∇f) − nλ
∫
|∇f |2
= −2
∫
|∇2f |2 − λ(n+ 2)
∫
|∇f |2.
Since R|∇f |2 ≥ 0 it follows that∫ (
R−R)2 ≤ −λ(n+ 2)∫ |∇f |2∫
R2 ≤ R2VolS −λ(n+ 2) (C1 + nλ) VolS
= −λ ((n+ 2)C1 + 2nλ)VolS
The rest now follows from∫
R2 = n2λ2 VolS +
∫
〈∇f,∇R〉 = n2λ2 + 2
∫
〈δRic,∇f〉
= n2λ2 VolS +2
∫
|Ric |2 + 2λ
∫
R
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and the usual formulas
8π2χ(S) = 1
24
∫
R2 − 1
2
∫
|
◦
Ric |2 +
∫
|W |2∫
S
|Rm |2 = 1
6
∫
R2 +
1
2
∫
|
◦
Ric |2 +
∫
|W |2.

Proposition 2.4 (Growth upper bounds on f) If (Sn, g,∇f) is any shrinking Ricci
soliton, then given p, q ∈ S we have
f(q) ≤ 2f(p) + C1
2|λ| + |λ| (dist(p, q))
2
Pf
Since R > 0 we have
|∇f |2 = C1 − R − 2λf < C1 − 2λf
|∇(C1 − 2λf)1/2| < |λ|.
Along a unit-speed geodesic between p and q, this differential inequality has the solution√
C1 − 2λf(p) ≤
√
C1 − 2λf(q) + |λ| dist(p, q).
Squaring both sides and using a Schwartz inequality gives the result. 
Proposition 2.4, showing that f grows at most quadratically, holds whether the soliton
is compact or not. Lemma 2.6 below shows that the growth of f is bounded quadratically
from below as well. Comparing this to lemma 2 of [8] for the steady case and theorem 1.5
of [9] for the expanding case shows that this growth rate is quite characteristic of shrinking
solitons. Choosing q to be any point with f(q) ≤ 0, this inequality now bounds f , and
therefore R, in terms of diameter. This is the first half of the following proposition.
Proposition 2.5 Given constraints on C1 and λ on a compact gradient Ricci soliton, an
upper bound on diameter is equivalent to an upper bound on scalar curvature. Specifically,
maxSR ≤ 2C1 + 2λ2(diam S)2, (12)
diam S ≤ π|λ|
√
2(n− 1)|λ|+ C1 + maxSR. (13)
Pf
Choosing p so that f(p) < 0, inequality (12) is immediate from proposition 2.4.
If R is bounded, then max f < (maxR)/2|λ| implies |∇f |2 < C1 + maxR. This
allows us to follow the standard Myer’s argument for bounding diameters. Letting γ(r)
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be any unit-speed, minimizing geodesic of length d and g(r) any 1-variable function with
g(0) = g(d) = 0, a variational argument provides the standard inequality
0 ≤
∫ d
0
(n− 1) (g′(r))2 − (g(r))2Ric(γ˙, γ˙).
Substituting the expression for Ric and using integration by parts,
0 ≤
∫ d
0
(n− 1) (g′(r))2 + λ (g(r))2 − 2g(r)g′(r)f ′(r) (14)
0 ≤
∫ d
0
(
n− 1− 2
λ
|∇f |2
)
(g′(r))
2
+
λ
2
(g(r))
2
(recalling that λ is negative). It is standard to choose g(r) = sin(πr/d); we get
0 ≤ π
2d
(
n− 1− 2
λ
max |∇f |2
)
+
λ
2
d
2π
.
This bounds the length d in terms of λ, C1, and maxR. 
In fact, this variational argument provides a lower growth estimate for f .
Lemma 2.6 (Growth lower bounds on f) On any shrinking soliton it holds that
f(p) + f(q) ≥ −λ
16π
dist(p, q)2 − (n− 1)π + C1/λ (15)
Pf
Let γ be a unit-speed, minimizing geodesic of length l, parameterized by the variable
r. We use (14) in the form
0 ≤
∫ l
0
(n− 1) (g′(r))2 + λ
∫ l
0
(g(r))2 +
∫ l
0
(g(r)2) f ′′(r)
Picking s > 0 with 2s < l, let g(r) be the C1,1 function
g(r) =


sin(π r/2s) 0 ≤ r < s
1 s ≤ r < l − s
sin(π (l − r)/2s) l − s ≤ r ≤ l.
Using integration by parts twice on the last term, we get
0 ≤ π
2(n− 1)
2s
+ λ (l − s) + π
2
2s2
∫ s
0
cos
(πr
s
)
(f(r) + f(l− r)) dr
But by proposition 2.4, we have the bounds
−C1|λ| ≤ f(r) + f(l− r) ≤ 2f(0) + 2f(l) +
C1
|λ| + 2|λ| r
2,
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so we can estimate the last integral in terms of f(0) + f(l) only. We get
0 ≤ π
s
(
π(n− 1)
2
+ f(0) + f(l) +
C1
|λ|
)
+ λ (l − 4s) .
Putting s = l/8 say, we conclude |λ|16pi l
2 − pi(n−1)2 − C1|λ| < f(0) + f(l). 
3 Volume comparison for Ricci solitons
Lemma 3.1 Let r = dist(p, ·) denote the distance to some point p ∈ S. There exists a
function F : R+ → R+, which depends only on n, C1, λ, and f(p), so that
△r ≤ F (r).
We can choose F so that limr→0+ r · F (r) = n− 1. Note that r−n · F (r)→ ωn as rց 0.
Pf
If r is the distance function to the point p, then as usual
d
dr
△r + |∇2r|2 + Ric
(
d
dr
,
d
dr
)
= 0,
which, combined with the soliton equation gives
d
dr
(△r − 〈X,∇r〉) + (△r)
2
n− 1 − λ ≤ 0.
Note that in any case
d
dr
(△r − 〈X,∇r〉) ≤ λ.
If α1−α (△r)2 ≥ (〈X,∇r〉)2 for some 0 < α < 1, then
d
dr
(△r − 〈X,∇r〉) + (1− α)(△r)
2 + α(△r)2
n− 1 − λ ≤ 0
d
dr
(△r − 〈X,∇r〉) + 1− α
2
(△r − 〈X,∇r〉)2
n− 1 − λ ≤ 0. (16)
Integrating this differential inequality with appropriate (asymptotic) initial conditions gives
△r ≤ 〈X,∇r〉 +
√
−2(n− 1)λ
1− α · cot
(
r ·
√
−λ(1− α)
2(n− 1)
)
, (17)
which holds until α1−α (△r)2 = (〈X,∇r〉)2.
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Assume this holds true at least until distance r = r0 away from p. Note that in the
gradient case X = ∇f , because of the growth condition on f , we can bound r0 uniformly
from below, depending on the values of λ, C1, and λf(p). When r > r0 we can still say that
△r ≤ 〈X,∇r〉 + △r
∣∣
r=r0
− 〈X,∇r〉
∣∣
r=r0
+ λ · (r − r0)
△r ≤ 〈X,∇r〉 +
(√
1− α√
α
+ 1
)
〈X,∇r〉 ∣∣
r=r0
+ λ · (r − r0).
If the soliton is gradient then |X | = |∇f | ≤
√
C1 − 2λf(p)− λ · r, so
△r ≤
(√
1− α√
α
+ 1
)(√
C1 − 2λf(p) + λ · r
)
. (18)
We get our result: with any 0 < α < 1 we have
△r ≤


√
C1 − 2λf(p)− λ · r +
√
−2(n−1)λ
1−α · cot
(
r ·
√
−λ(1−α)
2(n−1)
)
if 0 < r < r0(√
1−α
α + 1
)(√
C1 − 2λf(p) + λ · r
)
if r ≥ r0
To see that F can be chosen so that r · F (r)→ (n− 1) as r ց 0, just make α closer and to
0, and note the asymptotic behavior of the cotangent function. 
Theorem 3.2 (Soliton relative volume comparison) Assume (S, g, f) is a gradient Ricci
soliton, and let p ∈ S. Let F be the function F (r) = ωn
∫ r
0
∫ u
0 F (s)s
n−1 ds du, where ωn is
the volume of the Euclidean unit ball. Then 0 ≤ r < R, 0 ≤ s < S, s ≤ r, S ≤ R implies
VolB(p,R)−VolB(p, r)
VolB(p, S)−VolB(p, s) ≤
F (R)− F (r)
F (S)− F (s) .
The function F depends only on n, λ, C1, and f(p).
Pf
The conclusion is immediate from lemma 3.1 using a standard arguments, but we briefly
run through the steps involved. For any t > 0 integration by parts gives
|∂B(p, t)| =
∫
B(p,r)
△r dVol
=
∫
S
n−1
∫ t
0
△r rn−1 dr dσ
≤ ωn
∫ t
0
F (r)rn−1dr.
Of course then VolB(p, r) =
∫ r
0 |∂B(p, s)|ds ≤ F (r); this is commonly referred to as Bishop
volume comparison. To get the full Bishop-Gromov result, one uses the fact that, for any
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functions h, j with h′ ≤ j′ and the same initial conditions, one has that the function
K(x, y) =
∫ y
x h(t) dt∫ y
x
j(t) dt
is (nonstrictly) decreasing in both variables. 
We can use this version of volume comparison along with the growth upper bounds on
f to establish a noncollapsing result.
Theorem 3.3 If (Sn, g, f) is a compact Ricci soliton, there is a noncollapsed unit ball.
Specifically, there is a constant v = v(n,C1, λ) so that VolB(pm, 1) > v where pm is any
point realizing the minimum of f .
Pf
Let f+ and f− be the positive and negative parts of f . Since min f ≥ C1/2λ we have
− C1
2λ
VolS ≥
∫
f− =
∫
f+ ≥ αVol ({f ≥ α})
Vol ({f ≥ α}) ≤ C1
2|λ|α VolS . (19)
By lemma 2.6, given any α we have that f ≥ α outside B(pm,
√
−C(n,C1, λ) + α/51).
Thus for a given large value of r, B(pm, r) contains most of the soliton’s volume. But
soliton relative volume comparison holds inside B(pm, r), so that VolB(pm, 1) is controlled
from below. 
Corollary 3.4 Given p ∈ S, there is a V > 0 depending on n, f(p) (or equivalently
dist(p, pm)), C1, and λ so that V ol B(p, r) ≥ V rn for 0 < r ≤ 1.
Pf
Because the noncollapsed ball pm is finitely far from p, soliton relative volume compar-
ison for balls centered at p will give the result. 
4 Elliptic Regularity
We prove two main theorems here. The first is an improvement on the standard ǫ-regularity
theorems, where bounds on local Sobolev constants are replaced by bounds on local volume
ratios. This result holds for any metric satisfying the standard ǫ-regularity, not just Ricci
solitons. The proof is based on proposition 3.1 of [34]. Secondly we prove ǫ-regularity for
Ricci solitons, following [13] [36].
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Given a Riemannian metric on an open set Ω, it’s Sobolev constant CS = CS(Ω) is the
smallest number such that
(∫
φ
2n
n−2
)n−2
n
≤ CS
∫
|∇φ|2
holds for any function φ ∈ C1c (Ω). If diam(Ω) < ∞ say, then necessarily CS > 0. The
Sobolev constant has a well-known geometric interpretation: an upper bound on CS(Ω) is
equivalent to an upper bound on the isoperimetric inequality on subdomains of Ω.
Given an elliptic equation for some function u and Ln/2-bounds on u, one can use
an iteration process to establish Lp-bounds, or if the original bounds are Lp for p > n/2,
L∞-bounds. The specific estimates rely on the Sobolev constant, so are useless if CS is not
controlled.
The Riemann tensor of a canonical Riemannian metric (e.g. Einstein, CSC-Bach flat,
extremal Ka¨hler, etc.) normally satisfies some elliptic equation; in the Ricci soliton case
we have proposition 2.1. Thus higher regularity estimates are possible given Lp bounds on
|Rm |. Authors normally have little use for determining exactly how the Sobolev constant
appears in the estimates, but if careful track is kept, ǫ-regularity would usually read
C
n
2
S
∫
B(p,r)
|Rm |n2 ≤ ǫ ⇒ sup
B(p,r/2)
|Rm | ≤ C · r−2
(
C
n
2
S
∫
B(p,r)
|Rm |n2
) 2
n
(20)
where CS is the local Sobolev constant in the ball B(p, r), and the constants C and ǫ do not
depend on CS . Sobolev constants (or isoperimetric constants) can be difficult to estimate,
but with an elliptic system for curvature the Sobolev constant can be made to depend on
volume ratios in small-energy regions. We determine the explicit dependency in two steps.
We use the notation
VR B(p, r) = r−n Vol B(p, r).
Lemma 4.1 There are dimensional constants ǫ1, C so that supB(p,r) |Rm | < ǫ1 implies
CS(B(p, r)) < C · (VR B(p, r))−
2
n .
Pf
Everything is scale-invariant, so we can work in just the unit ball B = B(p, 1). To
deal with the possibility of geometric collapsing we first pass to a noncollapsing domain as
follows. If ǫ1 is small enough, the exponential map at p is noncritical on a ball of radius
1 in the tangent space. We work in this region of the tangent space, with the pullback
metric. There is some maximal, open star-shaped domain 0 ∈ Q0 ⊂ TpM on which expp is
a diffeomorphism (Q0 is uniquely determined by requiring its image be the ball B(p, 1/2)
minus the cut locus of expp). Given any point p¯ ∈ exp−1p (p) there exists a “translate” Qp¯ of
Q0, obtained by lifting the image of Q0 starting at the basepoint p¯ ∈ TpM rather than at
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0 ∈ TpM . Now let Q be the closure of the union of all the Qp¯ so that dist(p¯, 0) < 12 . Note
that Q ⊂ B(1) ⊂ TpM . We use the pullback metric on Q.
Off a set of measure 0, expp : Q → B(p, 1/2) is precisely a k-1 map. We estimate k
using Bishop volume comparison: for |Rm | small enough, then
k =
VolQ
VolB(p, 1/2)
≤ 2
n+1VolBEucl.(1)
2nVolB(p, 1/2)
=
C(n)
VR B(p, 1/2)
.
Our final requirement on ǫ1 is that it be small enough that on any ball of radius 1
which is diffeomorphic to a Euclidean ball and has |Rm | < ǫ1, the Sobolev constant is less
than twice the Euclidean Sobolev constant, CE .
Now let f ∈ C1(B), and lift it to a function f¯ on Q (it will still be C1). Since |Rm | < ǫ1
on Q, an equivalent version of the Sobolev inequality gives
(∫
Q
|f¯ | 2nn−2
)n−2
n
≤ 2CE
∫
Q
|∇f¯ |2 + (VolQ)− 2n ∫
Q
|f¯ |2.
Therefore (
k
∫
B
|f¯ | 2nn−2
)n−2
n
≤ 2CEk
∫
B
|∇f |2 + (kVolB)− 2n k
∫
B
|f |2
(∫
B
|f | 2nn−2
)n−2
n
≤ 2CEk 2n
∫
B
|∇f |2 + (VolB)− 2n
∫
B
|f |2.
Thus finally
(∫
B
|f | 2nn−2
)n−2
n
≤ C1 · V R(B)− 2n
∫
B
|∇f |2 + (VolB)− 2n
∫
B
|f |2.
for a dimensional constant C1. 
Proposition 4.2 Assume ǫ-regularity (20) holds. There exist constants C = C(n), ǫ = ǫ(n)
so that if
H , sup
B(q,s)⊂B(p,r)
1
V R(q, s)
∫
B(q,s)
|Rm |n2 (21)
satisfies H < ǫ, then
sup
B(p,r/2)
|Rm | < C r−2H 2n . (22)
Pf
Compare proposition 3.1 of [34], and section 4 of [3]. We modify the statement
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of the theorem slightly, proving instead the equivalent statement that H < ǫ implies
supB(p,r/4) |Rm | < Cr−2H
2
n . By scale-invariance we can assume r = 1. If all half-radius
or smaller subballs, B(p′, s) ⊂ B(p, 1), s ≤ 12 satisfy
sup
B(p′,s/2)
|Rm | < Cs−2 (ǫ) 2n , (23)
(which is weaker than (22)) then (after perhaps rechoosing ǫ) lemma 4.1 gives that CS(B(p, 1/2)) <
C1(VR B(p, 1/2))
−2/n. Therefore
C
n
2
S
∫
B(p,1/2)
|Rm |n2 ≤ C
n
2
1 (VR B(p, 1/2))
−1
∫
|Rm |n2 ≤ C
n
2
1 ǫ1 < ǫ0,
so that (20) now implies that (22) holds for B(p, 1/4), meaning we get the desired conclusion:
supB(p,r/4) |Rm | < Cr−2H
2
n
If, however, some half-radius (or smaller) subball does not satisfy (23), then we may
replace our original counterexample B(p, 1) with a new ball B(p1, 1/2). If again a half-radius
(or smaller) subball does not satisfy (23), we get another ball, B(p2, 1/4). Continuing this
process, we can find a family of balls B(pi, 2
−i) so that (21) holds but (23) fails. This
process cannot go on indefinitely, because curvature is not infinite on any interior point.
Thus, after finitely many steps, we have a ball B(pk, 2
−k) on which (22) fails, but so that on
any half-radius or smaller ball (23) holds. Rescaling to unit radius, we are in the situation
of the previous paragraph, and we get a contradiction. 
Remark. The main difference, besides the explicitness, between this and proposition
3.1 of [34] is that Tian-Viaclovski require comparing the overall energy to each volume ratio,
and we require that
∫ |Rm |n/2 is small compared to the volume ratio on each individual
ball. That said, this theorem is probably most valuable when volume comparison holds,
in which case both results are equivalent, and the constant H is controlled by the ratio
1
VR B(p,r)
∫
B(p,r) |Rm |n/2 on just the largest ball. In the Einstein case one recovers theorem
4.4 of [3].
We return to the gradient Ricci soliton case, and establish ǫ-regularity in the form of
(20). In the interest of brevity, and since these arguments appear frequently in the literature,
we argue in just the 4-dimensional case (a more complete argument can be found in the
references [13] and [36]).
Proposition 4.3 There exist constants C <∞, ǫ > 0 so that, if CS is the Sobolev constant
for the ball B(r) and
C
n
2
S ·
∫
B(r)
|Rm |n2 ≤ ǫ,
then
sup
B(r/2)
|Rm | ≤ C ·
(
r−2 + sup
B(r)
|∇f |2
)(
C
n
2
S
∫
B(r)
|Rm |n2
) 2
n
.
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Pf
We scaling the metric so r = 1; again also we work only with n = 4. With CS denoting
the local Sobolev constant and p ≥ 2, the Sobolev inequality gives(∫
φ4|Rm |2p
) 1
2
≤ 2CS
∫
|∇φ|p|Rm |p + 2CSp2
∫
φ2|Rm |p−2|∇Rm |2
One uses integration-by-parts, a commutator formula, and Ho¨lder’s inequality to obtain
C
∫
φ2|Rm |p−2|∇Rm |2 ≤ 1
p
∫
φ2|Rm |p+1 + 1
p2
∫
|∇φ|2|Rm |p +
∫
φ2|Rm |p−2|δRm |2,
where C is some universal constant. Putting this back in and using proposition 2.1,
C
(∫
φ4|Rm |2p
) 1
2
≤ CS
∫
|∇φ|2|Rm |p + CSp
∫
φ2|Rm |p+1 + CSp2
∫
φ2|Rm |p−2|δRm |2
C
(∫
φ4|Rm |2p
) 1
2
≤ CS
∫
|∇φ|2|Rm |p + CSp
∫
φ2|Rm |p+1 + CSp2
∫
φ2|Rm |p|∇f |2
If C2S
∫
suppφ |Rm |2 ≤ ǫ, for an appropriate universal ǫ, Ho¨lder’s inequality gives
C
(∫
φ4|Rm |2p
) 1
2
≤ CS p2 sup
suppφ
(|∇φ|2 + |∇f |2) ∫
suppφ
|Rm |p
It is possible to iterate this estimate. Choosing the ith test function φi ≥ 0 so that suppφi ⊂
B(2−1 + 2i−1), φi ≡ 1 on B(2−1 + 2−i), and sup |∇φi| ≤ 2i+2, and choosing pi = 2i, we get
for i ≥ 1
C
(∫
B(2−1+2−i−1)
|Rm |2i+1
)2−i−1
≤ 8i2−i (C · CS · (1 + max |∇f |2))2−i
(∫
B(2−1+2−i)
|Rm |2i
)2−i
.
So we obtain the standard ǫ-regularity
sup
B(1/2)
|Rm | ≤ C ·
(
1 + max
B(1)
|∇f |2
)(
C2S
∫
B(1)
|Rm |2
) 1
2

Theorem 4.4 Let (Sn, g,∇f) be a gradient Ricci soliton. There exists a constant ǫ(n) > 0
and a constant C = C(n) <∞ so that
H , sup
B(q,s)⊂B(p,r)
1
V RB(q, s)
∫
B(q,s)
|Rm |2 ≤ ǫ
implies
sup
B(r/2)
|Rm | ≤ C ·
(
r−2 + sup
B(p,r)
|∇f |2
)
·H n2 .
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Propositions 4.3 and 4.2. 
At finite distances from a basepoint pm ∈ minS f , volume ratios are bounded. Thus
we also have
Theorem 4.5 Let (Sn, g,∇f) be a gradient Ricci soliton. There exists a constant ǫ > 0
and a constant C <∞, both depending on n, λ, C1, and dist(pm, p) so that∫
B(r)
|Rm |2 ≤ ǫ
implies
sup
B(r/2)
|Rm | ≤ C · r−2 ·
(∫
B(p,r)
|Rm |2
) 1
2
.

5 Convergence
This section will be devoted to the proof of our main theorem.
Theorem 5.1 Assume (Si, gi,∇fi) ∈ Sn is a sequence of n-dimensional unit-volume gradi-
ent Ricci solitons. Then a subsequence converges in the pointed Gromov-Hausdorff topology
to a unit-volume orbifold gradient Ricci soliton with locally finitely many singular points (in
4 dimensions, finitely many). The singular points are all orbifold points, and away from the
singularities the convergence is in the C∞ topology.
Pf
Let pi ∈ Si be a natural basepoint, choose a large radius S, and select an ǫ so that
theorem 4.5 works in the entirety of B(pi, S). For any given r > 0, let Si,r ⊂ B(pi, S) be
the points q with ∫
B(q,r)
|Rm |2 ≤ ǫ. (24)
Inside of B(pi, S) we can make the usual covering argument to bound the number of possible
singularities. Let Gi,r,S be the set of points inside B(pi, S) on which (24) fails. One can
cover this set by balls {B(qij , 2r)}j so that the balls B(qij , r) are disjoint, and qij ∈ Gi,r.
The number of balls in such a covering is uniformly finite, since each B(qij , r) has a definite
amount of energy.
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Put Si,r,S = B(pi, S)−
⋃
j B(qij , r). When r is very small, soliton volume comparison
implies that most of the volume of Si is present in Si,r,S (the volume isn’t all absorbed
into the singularities). Since sectional curvatures and volume ratios are bounded on Si,r,S ,
a subsequence converges in the C1,α topology, as i → ∞, to some limiting manifold-with-
boundary S∞,r,S . Sending r ց 0 and passing to further subsequences, we obtain a pointed
limiting manifold-with-boundary, whose completion we will denote (S∞,S , p∞), where p∞ is
the limit of the basepoints pi. Similarly, letting S ր∞, and passing to further subsequences,
we get a limiting manifold with point-type singularities, but otherwise no boundary, the
completion of which we denote (S∞, p∞). Equation (19) and the fact that no volume is
captured in the bubbles imply that VolS = 1.
Next we consider the regularity of the convergence of the functions fi, and simultane-
ously of the metric. We have that fi is uniformly bounded in balls of uniform size around
pi, and therefore scalar curvature R is bounded in these balls. Thus △fi = −(Ri + nλi)
implies C1,α bounds on the fi, wherever the harmonic radius is controlled. But then
Ri = C1 − |∇fi|2 − 2λfi gives uniform C0,α bounds on Ri, therefore C2,α bounds on
fi. One can continue to bootstrap, but since the “△” has gij-coefficients, if g ∈ Ck,α this
bootstrapping terminates with f ∈ Ck+2,α and R ∈ Ck+1,α. This regularity is uniform at
fixed distances from the basepoints pi, and away from any singularities. Since C
k,α bounds
on g imply Ck+2,α bounds on fi, the equation Rici = −∇2fi − λigi implies that Ric has g
have the same regularity. Thus wherever it is possible to control the harmonic radius we
can use
△(gij) = Ricij + Q(g, ∂g)
to conclude that g has C∞ bounds. But the limit occurs locally in the C1,α-topology,
so construction of harmonic coordinates is possible on the limit manifold, away from the
singularities. The harmonic radius is lower semicontinuous, and so is controlled in the
converging sequence as well. Thus the convergence of g is locally C∞.
Without going into details, we note that it is possible to bound local Sobolev constants
finite distances from the basepoint. This is due to the noncollapsing of balls, and the avail-
ability of relative volume comparison, with which it is possible to carry out the arguments
from [16] and obtain Sobolev constant bounds. Then citing the analysis of [13] [36], we have
that the singularities on S∞ are of C∞ orbifold type.
Finally, in dimension 4 we rule out the possibility the limiting orbifold might have
infinitely many singularities. If qi ∈ Si has dist(pi, qi) uniformly bounded and |Rm |(qi)
unbounded, scale so |Rm |(qi) = 1. We can assume that, in the rescaled metric, |Rm | is
uniformly bounded on some large ball around qi (or else we could just rechoose qi; we are
capturing a “deepest bubble”). We get C∞ convergence in the pointed Gromov-Hausdorff
topology to a complete soliton X . Since Ri and fi are uniformly bounded a finite distance
from pi, the limiting object X has R = 0, λ = 0, and C1 = 0 (λ and C1 scale like curvature).
Thus the auxiliary equation gives that |∇f |2 = 0 so f is constant and Ric = 0. Thus X
is an ALE Ricci-flat manifold. By the splitting theorem, X must be one-ended, or else it
would split geometrically as a product of a (Ricci-flat) compact manifold and some Rk, and
therefore be collapsed or be flat Rn itself, both of which are impossible. The Euler number
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on X is
χ(X) =
1
|Γ| +
1
8π2
∫
|W |2,
and is a positive integer. Here Γ is the quotient group at infinity. If |Γ| = 1, so that
the asymptotic volume ratio is exactly Euclidean, the equality case of the Bishop compar-
ison theorem gives that |Rm | = 0 everywhere, an impossibility. Thus 1|Γ| ≤ 1/2, so that∫ |Rm |2 = ∫ |W |2 ≥ 4π2.
Thus each “deepest bubble” must have a uniformly finite amount of energy, so there
can only be finitely many of them. Hence there only finitely many bubbles. 
proof of the last statement of corollary 1.3
Let M∞ be a 4-dimensional limiting soliton with basepoint pm. Let r|R|(p) = sup{r >
0 | supB(p,r) |Rm | < r−2} indicate the “curvature scale” at p. Define a function Σ(p) =
|r|R|(p)|2(p) · VolB(p, r|R|(p)). We will show that Σ(p)→ 0 as dist(p, pm)→∞. Assuming
this is not the case, let pi be a sequence of points with Σ(pi) > ǫ.
Choose a subsequence pi so that limi Σ(pi) = ǫ exists and is nonzero. We can reselect
the points pi if necessary so that Σ ‘almost’ takes on its locally smallest value at pi: if there
is some qi ∈ B(pi, 2r|R|(pi)) with Σ(qi) < 2Σ(pi), then reselect setting pi = qi. This must
terminate after finitely many steps, so that Σ|B(pi,2r|R|(pi)) ≥ 2Σ(pi).
Scale so r|R|(pi) = 1. Then |Rm | ≤ 4 on B(p, 2), and we have VolB(pi, 1) > ǫ, and by
Bishop-Gromov volume comparison all subballs of B(pi, 2) have volume ratios controlled by
1
100ǫ, say. But
∫
B(pi,1)
|Rm |2 ց 0, so by proposition 2.5 of [5], |Rm |(pi) must converge to
zero on B(pi, 3/2). But supB(pi,1) |Rm | = 1, a contradiction. 
This argument fails in dimension > 4 because we have not ruled out the possibility of
infinitely many singularities, which may accumulate towards infinity.
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